
Bethnal & Bec Pet Policy: 

● In each retreat there is a basket containing useful items for 

your stay: dog bowl, towels, throws, poo bags, magazines and 

room freshener. As our rooms are also used by non-pet owners 

too, we’d be grateful that you leave the room as you found 

it, clear up after your dog, and if you do use the 

towels/throws please leave them with your used towels for our 

turnovers 

● The portable dog shower is shared by the retreats. This can 

be found in the shared corridor under the bench in the metal 

box. You fill with warm water and use the pump action for 

flow. Please use this item OUTSIDE and return back to the 

corridor after use  

● Both retreats have wonderful pay-as-you-go Doggie Pantry 

containing treats & toys. All prices are listed in your 

pantry list on the ipad 

● A MAXIMUM of three well behaved dogs are permitted in the 

retreat by prior arrangement (unless we have agreed extra 

dogs). 

● Dogs should not be left unattended either inside the retreat 

or in the gardens. Even if your dog is used to being left at 

home, they can become distressed in unfamiliar surroundings. 

We have had dogs barking and disturbing other guests, plus 

chewing the furniture - so please be understanding of this 

request. 

● Dogs are not allowed on the bed (unless you bring your own 

bedding by prior arrangement). Your dog can go on the sofa if 

you use the throws provided 

● Dogs are strictly prohibited from the hot tub. 

● Your dog is free to roam in our one acre paddock. Please note 

it is not 100% secure and has an entry into our garden. If 

your dog has a high prey drive (like our own dog), please can 



you keep them on a lead in the Paddock - we have a lot of 

wild game here including grouse and pheasant which can send 

dogs very excitable/make them run off. The paddock leads onto 

a footpath allowing miles of lovely walks.  

● You may not use the bath, shower, towels or robes provided to 

bathe and dry your dog. 

● It is your responsibility to clear up all dog mess during, 

and at the end of your stay. Bagged waste should be disposed 

of in the black wheelie bin behind the car port. A £20 fine 

will be levied if dog poo is found in the private garden or 

if we have to dispose of used poo bags.  

 


